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AC in 2015

- Focusing the energy from 2014
  - Additional value for AC members in policy area
  - Face to face meetings outside the IETF:
    - ICANN, IGF 2014, ION Tokyo, APRICOT 2014

- Expanding engagement opportunities
  - Effective engagement in policy focused agenda
  - Explore more online engagement

- New initiatives: Topic focused inputs from ACs
  - Joint Policy Action Team!
    - 23 org members, still open for signing up
  - Global Internet Report: to the Mobile Internet Focus
    - Driving IPv6 – Driving IoT – Driving need for connectivity
AC @ ICANN 52

- ISOC@ICANN
  - Cybersecurity

- ISOC AC Lunch
  - JPAT! - Collaboration already happening
    - Focus on ideas: Work on messaging towards WSIS
    - Role of ISOC and other bodies/communities
  - IGF 2015 reaction
    - Collaboration with National/Regional IGFs
    - Inter-sessional work
  - ISOC Annual meeting reaction
    - Remote Hubs: Positive feedback
Take aways

- Effective use of events ISOC already
  - Different events – different participants – different agenda focus

- Face to face meetings outside of the IETF is good platform to expand the area of inputs
  - ICANN: good platform to receive inputs in policy area

- Having specific agenda/inter-meeting engagement opportunities is likely to help ISOC receive specific inputs and give the sense of continuous engagement for AC members
Actions for 2015

- **Action Teams**
  - JPAT kickoff call scheduled

- **Member outreach to drive engagement**
  - 2015 Global Internet Report (among other items)

- **Online engagement**
  - Monthly calls between AC leadership and ISOC
  - Monthly calls to update the AC membership

- **Expanding face to face engagement opportunities**
  - Planning for ISOC AC meetings in Dallas and Yokohama
  - Planning for AC Lunch meetings at ICANN 53 and 54
  - Planning for full ISOC AC meeting at IGF in Brazil
Thanks!